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Chapter 2 1

Defining Resilience Mathematically: 2

From Attractors To Viability 3

Sophie Martin, Guillaume Deffuant, and Justin M. Calabrese 4

2.1 Introduction 5

The previous chapter presents different views of resilience, starting from Holling’s 6

conceptual definition of “ecological resilience”: the capacity of a system to absorb 7

“disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change so as to still retain essentially 8

the same function, structure, identity, and feedbacks” (Walker et al. 2004). In this 9

chapter, we focus on operational, mathematically precise definitions of resilience. 10

In the literature, the main mathematical definitions of resilience are based on 11

dynamical systems theory, and more specifically on attractors and attraction basins 12

(also related to ‘regime shifts’ presented in the previous chapter). We present these 13

definitions in detail, and illustrate their utility on a relatively simple rangeland 14

management model. Furthermore, we use the rangeland example to highlight some 15

key limitations of attractor based definitions of resilience. 16

We then introduce the viability based definition (Martin 2004). In this approach, 17

the desired property (function or service) of the system is defined as a given subset of 18

the state space (containing attractors or not). This is more general than the attractor 19

based definition in which the desired property is defined as a subset of attractors. 20

We underline that changing this definition of the desired properties of the system 21

changes the mathematical framework for defining resilience, and that viability 22

theory is the appropriate one (Aubin 1991). Indeed, viability theory focuses on 23
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dynamical systems which cease to function or badly deteriorate when they cross the 24

limits of a subset of their state space, called the viability constraint set. Hence the 25

problem addressed is to keep the system within the limits of this viability constraint 26

set. The problem is formally the same, when the system should remain in a desired 27

set. The concepts and tools from viability theory can be used directly. Viability 28

theory methods and tools have recently been used to address some of the issues 29

encountered in natural resource management (Béné et al. 2000, Mullon et al. 2004, 30

Doyen et al. 2007). 31

We use two main concepts derived from viability theory: “viability kernel” and 32

“capture basin”. Within this framework, one can define the resilience basin as the 33

capture basin of the viability kernel. We present these concepts in more detail, and 34

illustrate them on an example of savanna simplified dynamics (Anderies et al. 2002). 35

We show that this viability based definition of resilience includes the attractor based 36

definition as a particular case. Moreover, it offers new possibilities: 37

• The approach allows one to compute policies of action to keep or restore the 38

desired property of the system 39

• The desired property can be defined as a subset of the state space which does 40

not include any attractor of the dynamical system. In this case, to keep the 41

desired property, one should act regularly on the system. This corresponds to 42

usual situations of ecological or social systems, which are impossible to address 43

in the attractor based framework of resilience 44

2.2 Attractor Based Definition of Resilience 45

In this section, we summarise the main mathematical definitions of resilience based 46

on attractors and attraction basins. 47

2.2.1 Main Hypothesis: The Dynamics Includes “Good” 48

and “Bad” Attractors 49

First, we quickly introduce the notions of dynamical systems and attractors (for 50

mathematical details, see for instance Murray et al. 1994). 51

A dynamical system is defined by several state variables x 2 R
n, and an equation 52

stating how these variables evolve with time. Generally, this equation gives the value 53

of the derivative of x 2 R
n with time as a function of x. 54

�
x0.t/ D f .x.t//;

x.t0/ D x0:
(2.1)
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2 Defining Resilience Mathematically: From Attractors To Viability

For the computer scientist who will discretise the time into small steps of size 55

dt, this equation gives the value of x.t C dt/ as a function of x.t/. A first order 56

approximation is: 57�
x.t C dt/ D x.t/ C f .x.t//:dt;
x.t0/ D x0:

(2.2)

Starting from point x0 2 R
n, one can therefore derive a trajectory which 58

associates with time t the value x.t/ of the state variables at time t . 59

An equilibrium point x0 2 Rn is a point where the dynamics is stopped 60

(f .x0/ D 0). This equilibrium is asymptotically stable if it tends to attract the states 61

in its vicinity. It is unstable if some points in its vicinity tend to be rejected by it. 62

Figure 2.1 represents, for a one-dimensional state variable, a stable and an unstable 63

equilibrium as a ball in a landscape. On the peaks, the ball can be at equilibrium, but 64

a small change in its position leads it to fall to one side or the other. On the contrary, 65

the ball returns to the bottom of a valley when it is slightly displaced from it. 66

If x0 2 R
n is an equilibrium, we call attraction basin the set gathering all points 67

x 2 R
n such that limt!C1 jjx.t/ � x0jj D 0. Figure 2.2 displays an illustration of 68

three stable equilibria with their attraction basins. 69

More generally, an attractor is a set of states (points in the state space), invariant 70

under the dynamics, towards which neighbouring states in a given basin of attraction 71

asymptotically approach in the course of dynamic evolution. An attractor is defined 72

as the smallest unit which cannot be itself decomposed into two or more attractors 73

with distinct basins of attraction. Asymptotically stable equilibria are attractors, 74

such as limit cycles. There are also strange attractors, but we will not discuss them 75

in this chapter. 76

The attractor based definition of resilience supposes that the dynamics of the 77

system is organized around such attractors and attraction basins, and that the system 78

is generally close to an attractor, except immediately after strong perturbations that 79

Fig. 2.1 Intuitive
representation of a stable and
an unstable equilibrium in a
one-dimensional state space

Unstable

Stable

Fig. 2.2 Example of a
two-dimensional state space
with 3 stable equilibria and
their attraction basins
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can drive it far from its attractors. Moreover, it is supposed that some attractors 80

correspond to desired (good) functioning of the system, whereas others correspond 81

to situations that should be avoided. 82

2.2.2 Illustration on Simplified Dynamics of Savanna 83

To make these concepts more concrete, we illustrate them with a stylized model of 84

rangeland management (Anderies et al. 2002). The model explores the effects of 85

physical, ecological, and economic factors on the resilience of a rangeland system. 86

A key problem in rangeland systems is to balance the conflicting objectives of 87

increasing short-term profit while preserving the long-term sustainability of the 88

rangeland. Increasing the stocking rate (animals/ha) of the rangeland increases 89

short-term gain, but can lead to effectively irreversible degradation of the rangeland 90

if the resultant grazing pressure is too high. Alternatively, keeping the stocking rate 91

too low can lead to substantial loss of income. The goal of rangeland management 92

then is to identify policies of action (changes in the stocking rate) that best reconcile 93

these opposing objectives. 94

In the model of Anderies et al. (2002), good stable equilibria correspond to high 95

shoot biomass and the bad ones to null level of shoot biomass (Fig. 2.3). 96

Fig. 2.3 Equilibria of the rangeland system model (2.3). Stable equilibria (attractors) are drawn
with plain lines and unstable ones are drawn with dashed lines. The arrows represent the direction
of the dynamics. ‘Good’ attractors (high shoot biomass) are coloured grey and ‘bad’ ones (null
shoot biomass) are coloured black
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After some simplifications in order to make the presentation easier, the evolution 97

of the shoot biomass (grass) can be considered to be governed by the differential 98

equation: 99

s0.t/ D s.˛1 C ˛2s � ˛3s2/ � �gs WD f .s/; (2.3)

where ˛1, ˛2 and ˛3 are parameters, and �g is the grazing pressure. The first term 100

expresses the nonlinear growth of the grass (which is actually coupled with the 101

growth of bushes but we simplified), and the second term expresses the effect of 102

grazing on the grass biomass. The equilibria are given by: 103

8<
:

s � 0

s D 0

˛1 � �g C ˛2s � ˛3s2 D 0:

(2.4)

Taking the Anderies et al. values for the parameters, we obtain the sets of stable 104

and unstable equilibria plotted in Fig. 2.3. Notice that s D 0 is unstable for grazing 105

pressure below 0.15 and stable for grazing pressure strictly greater than 0.15. The 106

equilibria defined by 107

0:15 � �g C 1:2s � 3s2 D 0 (2.5)

are stable for s > 0:2 and unstable for s 2 Œ0I 0:2�. 108

The first step to evaluate resilience consists in distinguishing good from bad 109

attractors according to the desired system state. In the rangeland model, “good” 110

attractors are high shoot biomass stable equilibria and “bad” ones are null shoot 111

biomass stable equilibria (see Fig. 2.3). 112

2.2.3 Attractor Based Measures of Resilience 113

As far as real dynamical system models are concerned, the stability analysis is 114

used to characterize the system response to small perturbation qualitatively: does 115

the system return to its original state after a small perturbation, or not? 116

Resilience is then considered as a quantitative additional characterization either 117

linked to the return time or the attraction basin size in the state space of the “good” 118

asymptotically stable equilibria. 119

2.2.3.1 Resilience As the Inverse of Return Time 120

The return time is often used as a resilience index in the literature. As far 121

as differential equation models are concerned, Pimm and Lawton (1977) and 122
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DeAngelis (1980) for instance, used the eigenvalue with the maximal real part of 123

the linearization to evaluate the resilience as the asymptotic rate of convergence. 124

Actually, the asymptotic rate of convergence equals the opposite of the eigenvalue 125

with the maximal real part (see for instance Murray et al. (1994)), and the bigger 126

the rate of convergence is the more resilient the system is, since its state goes back 127

more quickly to a neighbourhood of the equilibrium. To complement this index, 128

which refers to the properties of asymptotic dynamics, Neubert and Caswell (1997) 129

proposed indices allowing the characterization of transient responses following 130

perturbation. 131

In the case of individual-based models and cellular automata, resilience is studied 132

with simulations as the inverse of the time needed after some kind of disturbance to 133

return to its original state (Ortiz and Wolff 2002) or to reach a certain percentage of 134

the previous abundance (Matsinos and Troumbis 2002). 135

Keeping to the example of the rangeland system model of Anderies et al. 136

(2002), the dynamics in the neighbourhood of good attractor s� can be linearly 137

approximated: 138

f .s� C �/ � df

ds
.s�/:� (2.6)

df

ds
.s/ D ˛1 C 2˛2s � 3˛3s

2 � �g: (2.7)

Taking the Anderies et al. values for the parameters, we obtain: 139

df

ds
.s/ D 0:15 C 2:4s � 9s2 � �g: (2.8)

Considering a good attractor s� > 0:2, defined by (2.5) according to the grazing 140

pressure �g, the value of the linearized dynamics at s� equals : 141

df

ds
.s�/ D s�.1:2 � 6s�/: (2.9)

The resilience value, R.s�/, of the system at equilibrium s� is then the opposite 142

of df

ds
.s�/. 143

Actually, s� D 0:2 C
q

0:09 � �g

3
so s� is defined for �g 2 Œ0I 0:27�. When 144

�g � 0:27, 145

R.�g/ D �s�.1:2 � 6s�/: (2.10)

When �g >D 0:27, the resilience R.�g/ is null as there is no good asymptotically 146

stable equilibrium associated with such grazing pressure intensity. 147
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Fig. 2.4 Resilience value
according to the grazing
pressure �g , when defined as
the asymptotic rate of
convergence to a good
attractor
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Figure 2.4 shows the resilience value according to the grazing pressure �g. It is 148

worth noting that this resilience measure refers to asymptotic dynamical properties, 149

and is represented by the inverse of the asymptotic rate of convergence. 150

2.2.3.2 Resilience Proportional to the Attraction Basin Size 151

According to Beddington et al. (1976), resilience may be interpreted as the per- 152

turbation magnitude a system can absorb without experiencing qualitative changes. 153

From a dynamical system viewpoint, “qualitative changes” may be considered as 154

a state jump into another attraction basin. The resilience of the system is then 155

defined as proportional to the distance between a good attractor and the boundary 156

of its attraction basin (see for instance Collings and Wollkind 1990 and van Coller 157

1997). 158

In Anderies (2002), this measure is used to study resilience of the rangeland 159

model. To define a resilience measure based on the distance to the attraction basin 160

boundary, we have to compare this distance with the distance to the definition 161

domain (Fig. 2.5). 162

Variable s represents the shoot (grass) biomass and is therefore positive. When a 163

good equilibrium exists, resilience is then defined as the quotient of the distance to 164

the boundary of the attraction basin by the difference between this distance and the 165

distance to the definition domain : 166

R.s�/ D
min

�
s�; 2

q
0:09 � �g

3

�

sge � min

�
s�; 2

q
0:09 � �g

3

� (2.11)

Resilience is then infinite when the definition domain is included in the attraction 167

basin of good attractors. When it is included in the attraction basin of bad attractors 168

(�g > 0:27), resilience is null. Figure 2.6 displays the resilience plot. 169
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Fig. 2.5 Illustration of the distance between the good attractors and the boundary of their
attraction basin
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Fig. 2.6 Resilience measure based on the distance of the good attractors to the boundary of their
attraction basin

It is worth noticing that such a definition of resilience is globally associated 170

with an equilibrium. It does not distinguish between the states inside the attraction 171

basin, whereas one could expect to get different resilience values for states near the 172

attraction basin boundary and those which are closer to the equilibrium. 173
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2.2.4 Limitations 174

2.2.4.1 The Choice of Actions is Not Included 175

These formalizations of resilience suppose that the feedback law or the management 176

policy is defined, and the results only concern this particular management policy. 177

Computing these resilience indices for different management policies allows one 178

to compare them, but the set of possible policies is generally impossible to 179

explore sufficiently to guarantee that a good policy is found. One needs another 180

mathematical framework to include the choice of actions in the definition of 181

resilience. 182

2.2.4.2 The Property of Interest Might not be Found in the Attractors 183

Both definitions suppose that the system shows the properties of interest when 184

it reaches a given set of attractors (the good attractors). This corresponds to a 185

widespread view in ecology that the desirable state of the system is an attractor 186

where the system naturally goes without human intervention. But one can also 187

often meet situations where human action and ecological dynamics are strongly 188

interrelated. In this case, the property which we want to evaluate the resilience of is 189

not necessarily found in an attractor. 190

Furthermore, inside a particular attraction basin, the resilience index should 191

depend on the distance from the state of the system to the attraction basin boundary: 192

resilience may be smaller near the boundary than in the middle of the attraction 193

basin. 194

2.3 Viability Based Definition of Resilience: Dynamics 195

without Management 196

In this section, we consider the definition of resilience based on the viability 197

approach (Martin 2004) without including management actions. This will allow us 198

to show that this definition can, in some conditions, coincide with the definition 199

presented in the previous section. We shall demonstrate later that the viability based 200

definition of resilience is more general, and can overcome some of the limitations 201

of the attractor based definition. 202

2.3.1 Resilience of a Property Defined by a Subset 203

of the State Space 204

In the attractor based definition of resilience, the desired property of the system is 205

defined by a set of “good” equilibria or attractors. The main novelty of the viability 206
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Fig. 2.7 The desired set, in
dark grey, is defined as a level
of grass higher than a
threshold
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based approach is to define the desired property of the system as a set of states, 207

which are not necessarily attractors. This means that the desired property can be 208

defined without knowing the dynamics of the system (its attractors for instance), 209

but simply according to the desirable use of the system. For instance, in our simple 210

rangeland model, a natural desired property of the system would be to have a grass 211

biomass higher than a threshold (avoiding the complete disappearance of grass 212

which would prevent the possibility of grazing). Therefore, the desired set can be, 213

for example, as in Fig. 2.7. 214

This additional freedom in defining the desired property of the system has major 215

consequences. First, we consider the resilience of the desired property rather than 216

the resilience of the system itself. This is an important shift which requires us to be 217

more precise. Moreover, since the considered states defining the desired property 218

are not necessarily attractors, it is not possible any more to base the definition of 219

resilience on attractor basins or convergence rates to the attractors. One needs a 220

different theoretical framework, which focuses on the trajectories that remain in 221

the desired set, or trajectories that come back to the desired set and remain in it. 222

Fortunately, this theoretical framework exists: it is viability theory. 223

2.3.1.1 Viability Kernel 224

Viability theory was developed in the 1990s (Aubin 1991). Originally, its purpose 225

was to study systems which collapse or badly deteriorate if they leave a given subset 226

of the state space, called the viability constraint set. Therefore, the objective is 227

to keep the system in the part of the state space where it can survive, i.e. where 228

it is viable. The theory includes the case when one can act on the system to 229

modify its trajectory, but for the moment, we focus on the particular case where 230

no management is included (2.1), to facilitate comparison with the attractor based 231
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definition (we shall consider the case including management actions in the next 232

section). 233

In this case, a viability problem is to identify the trajectories of a dynamical 234

system which remain in the viability constraint set, and distinguish them from 235

the trajectories that cross its boundaries. We recognise strong similarities with the 236

resilience issue when the desired property of the system is defined as a set of states. 237

The only difference is that the desired property of the system is defined by its 238

usage, and can be very different from its viability. But these are simply different 239

interpretations of the same mathematical concepts. In viability theory, the set of 240

trajectories which remain in the constraint set is called the viability kernel. More 241

formally, if we denote Sf .x; t/ 2 R
n the point reached at time t for a trajectory 242

starting at point x 2 R
n at time 0, then the viability kernel Viabf .K/ � R

n of 243

desired set K � R
n for dynamics defined by (2.2) is defined by the following 244

equation: 245

Viabf .K/ WD ˚
x 2 K such that 8t � 0; Sf .x; t/ 2 K

�
(2.12)

In the rangeland model example, with the desired set K defined previously, we 246

can compute the associated viability kernel using general methods that are presented 247

in more detail in Chap. 7 (Deffuant et al. 2007). The result is shown in Fig. 2.8. All 248

the points leading to grass extinction are excluded, because they cross the threshold 249

of grass biomass. Only the points of the initial desired set leading to the good 250

attractors are kept in the viability kernel. Thus the viability kernel is the intersection 251

between K and the attraction basin of the “good” attractors. 252

2.3.1.2 Resilience Basins 253

In a resilience problem, we want to address also the case where a perturbation leads 254

the system to lose the desired property, and how the system can recover it. Hence 255

Fig. 2.8 The viability kernel
in dark grey includes only the
points from which the
trajectory never crosses the
limit of the constraint set
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we need to get the states located outside K which go to K and remain in K . By 256

definition the points which remain in K belong to the viability kernel, therefore, we 257

need the points outside the kernel that go to the kernel. Actually, this problem to 258

reach a given set as target is also addressed by viability theory (it can be seen as a 259

particular case of the viability problem). The set of points going to a target set is 260

called the capture basin of this set. More formally, if we consider a target set C , the 261

capture basin Captf .C / of C through dynamics defined by function f is given by: 262

Captf .C / D fx 2 R
n such that 9T > 0 with Sf .x; T / 2 C g: (2.13)

In this framework, the capture basin of the viability kernel defines the set of 263

resilient states. Indeed these are the states which go to the viability kernel of 264

the desired property, and by definition, they remain there. In this framework, the 265

viability kernel is analogous to the attractor in the usual framework, and the capture 266

basin is analogous to the attraction basin. The set of resilient states is called the 267

resilience basin. 268

Moreover, one can associate a resilience value with a point of the space as the 269

inverse of the time to get to the viability kernel. The states belonging to the viability 270

kernel have an infinite resilience because the time to reach the viability kernel is 271

null. The states from which the viability kernel can be reached in finite time, have a 272

finite strictly positive resilience value: they are resilient. Non-resilient states have a 273

null resilience value: the time to reach the viability kernel is infinite. More generally, 274

it is possible to define a cost for the restoration (return to the viability kernel) in this 275

framework (Martin 2004). However, to simplify, in the following we shall suppose 276

that the cost is only counted in time. 277

It is also convenient to define finite time resilience basins, which correspond to 278

the states of the space which can be driven back to the viability kernel in a time 279

which is lower than a given finite value. We shall see that practically we need to 280

compute a set of such finite time resilience basins to derive the action policies to 281

drive back the system into its viability kernel (see Chap. 7). In the following, we 282

may refer simply to resilience basins, the plural implying that they correspond to 283

finite time. Using the singular ‘resilience basin’ generally refers to the infinite time 284

resilience basin. 285

Again, we can illustrate these concepts on our example of simplified savanna 286

dynamics. Using the same general tools as before, one can compute resilience 287

basins, which are represented by lines of different grey levels at the bottom of 288

Fig. 2.9. Note that the return time gets higher and higher when the points get closer 289

to the unstable equilibrium (boundary between attraction basins). It even reaches 290

the limits of the computational scheme in the vicinity of the boundary between the 291

attraction basins because there is a small strip which is considered as non-resilient, 292

whereas theoretically, it is resilient. The dynamics is very slow in this part of the 293

space, and the necessary time to leave it is approximated as being infinite. 294

If we compare this result with the attractor based definition of resilience, we 295

note that most of the states which are resilient in the attractor based definition are 296

viable in the viability based definition. The reason is that in the viability based 297
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Fig. 2.9 The resilience
basins include the viability
kernel and some states below
the constraint. The lines
represent the resilience basins
limits, and they get lighter
when the resilience decreases.
The white area is outside the
resilience basins and
corresponds to a null
resilience (impossible to
come back to the viability
kernel)
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definition, we only require the grass biomass to be higher than a threshold. All states 298

satisfying this constraint are considered equivalent. Does it mean that the definitions 299

are fundamentally different? Actually no, it depends on the definition of the desired 300

state, as shown in the next section. 301

2.3.2 Attractor Based Resilience as Particular Case of Viability 302

Based Resilience 303

In the attractor based resilience the desired set is the set of good attractors: it is 304

assumed that the system shows the desired properties when it reaches one of these 305

good attractors. Hence, it is interesting to test the viability based approach in the 306

case where the desired set is the set of good attractors. 307

Actually, because of computational constraints for computing viability kernels, 308

it is difficult to consider a desired set with a null surface. We therefore defined a set 309

that surrounds the set of good attractors, as shown in Fig. 2.10. 310

The viability kernel of K gathers all states in K from which there exists 311

an evolution that remains in K . Consequently, the viability kernel of K for the 312

dynamics described by (2.3), is the intersection between K and the attraction basin 313

(Fig. 2.11). 314

Having determined the viability kernel of the constraint set, we address the issue 315

of determining whether points lying outside this viability kernel can enter it. The 316

light grey part of the graph in Fig. 2.12 represents the infinite time resilience basin 317

and the level curves represent growing time resilience basins (lighter curves indicate 318

higher time). 319

Notice that in this case, when K is defined as a neighbourhood of the good 320

attractors, the resilience basin and the attraction basin coincide. Therefore, both 321

approaches lead to similar conclusions; the resilient states are the same. When 322
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Fig. 2.10 The constraint set,
K , coloured dark grey, is a
neighbourhood of the good
attractors
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Fig. 2.11 The viability
kernel of K is coloured dark
grey. Only a small part of the
constraint set is removed
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Fig. 2.12 The dark grey area
is the viability kernel of K

which coincides with the
infinite resilience. The lines
represent the limits of
resilience basins, getting
lighter when the resilience
decreases. In the white area,
the resilience is null
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the desired set is defined as the vicinity of a set of attractors, the resilience basin 323

coincides with the union of attraction basins. In this respect, the attractor based 324

definition appears as a particular case of the viability based definition. 325

However, the resilience values are different. In the viability framework, the 326

velocity of the dynamics close to the boundaries of the attraction basin is taken into 327

account. For instance, it can be seen that the dynamics is very slow in the vicinity 328

of the unstable equilibria, leading to a resilience tending to 0 (Fig. 2.12). 329

2.4 Viability Based Definition of Resilience: Including 330

Management Actions 331

We suppose now that the evolution of the system also depends at each time t on a 332

management action u.t/, with u 2 U � R
p . The differential equation governing the 333

evolution of the system becomes: 334

�
x0.t/ D f .x.t/; u.t//;

x.t0/ D x0:
(2.14)

When the time is discretised into small steps of size dt, we get the first order 335

approximation: 336

�
x.t C dt/ D x.t/ C f .x.t/; u.t//:dt;
x.t0/ D x0:

(2.15)

As mentioned previously, one strong limitation of attractor based resilience is that 337

it cannot be used with such a system. Indeed, this system may include an infinity of 338

trajectories starting from each point of the state space, corresponding to the infinity 339

of action policies. Hence the attractor based approach can be used only if a policy 340

of action u.:/ W t ! u.t/ 2 R
p is a priori defined. We show now that the viability 341

based resilience can be used to determine action policies that preserve or restore the 342

desired property of the system. 343

2.4.1 Management Policy to Keep the Desired Property 344

Viability theory in its complete form addresses the problem of determining action 345

policies for keeping a system inside a constraint set K . The viability kernel that we 346

already presented above is a central concept of the theory to determine such a policy. 347

When management actions are included in the system, the viability kernel (Aubin 348

1991) gathers all states from which there exists at least one action policy that keeps 349

the system indefinitely inside K . More formally, if we denote Sf .x; t; u.:// as the 350
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state reached after time t , starting from state x and applying action policy u.:/, with 351

the controlled dynamical system (2.14), the viability kernel is defined by (2.16). 352

Viabf;U .K/ WD fx 2 K such that 9u.:/ with 8t � 0 Sf .x; t; u.:// 2 Kg (2.16)

For instance, in the rangeland model, we suppose that one can modify the grazing 353

pressure, �g , which is the shoot biomass offtake per unit area. Previously, we 354

considered that this pressure was constant. In practice, �g is almost certainly not 355

constant. Furthermore, land managers may make decisions to modify this grazing 356

pressure to control the rangeland system. In the simplified approach of this toy 357

model, we suppose that the grazing pressure can be modified at each time t of a 358

value � 0
g.t/, with 359

�0:02 � � 0
g.t/ � 0:02: 360

Indeed, it makes sense to suppose that the grazing cannot increase or decrease 361

indefinitely in a short time step. 362

The system dynamics is then described by the controlled dynamical system: 363

s0.t/ D rc

�c

s.ac C rss/
�
1 � s

s� � ˛ws

�
� �gs

� 0
g.t/ D u 2 Œ�0:02I 0:02�:

(2.17)

If we keep the desired set around the good attractors (Fig. 2.10), we get a viability 364

kernel which is almost the same as the desired set (Fig. 2.13) – only a very small 365

part on the right has been erased. It is logical that this viability kernel is bigger than 366

in the case of a constant grazing, because modifying grazing offers the possibility 367

to change the trajectories, and make them remain in K . 368

The viability kernel is important because it can be directly used to determine 369

the action policies that keep the system inside the desired set. One is the “lazy” 370

Fig. 2.13 The viability
kernel of K almost coincides
with the constraint set for the
dynamics (2.17) including the
possibility of modifying the
grazing pressure with
maximal rate equal to 0.02 Grazing pressure
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policy, which requires that the set of actions U includes the possibility of doing 371

nothing (action u D 0). Its principle is to do nothing while it is anticipated that 372

the system does not cross the border of the viability kernel at the next time step. If 373

it is anticipated that the system crosses this border, then is applied the first action 374

that keeps the system inside it (one knows that such an action always exists, by 375

definition of the viability kernel). More formally the procedure is as follows (in the 376

case of discrete time): 377

• Start at point x0 2 Viabf;U .K/ 378

• Denote Sf .x0; t; .u/t / the point reached at time t , .u/t D .u0; u1; : : : ; ut�1/, 379

being the list of actions applied at each of the t time steps. Suppose 380

Sf .x0; t; .u/t / 2 Viabf;U .K/. Then: 381

– If Sf .x0; t C 1; .u/tC1/ 2 Viabf;U .K/ with ut D 0, then set ut D 0 382

– Otherwise, set ut D u with u such that 383

Sf .x0; t C 1; .u/tC1/ 2 Viabf;U .K/: 384

One can be sure that such an action u exists because Sf .x0; t; .u/t / 2 385

Viabf;U .K/. It can generally be found by a simple search, optimisation 386

procedure or projection onto the viability kernel boundary (see Chaps. 7 and 8 387

for details) 388

2.4.2 Management Policy to Drive the System Back 389

to the Viability Kernel 390

The original definition of a capture basin refers to controlled systems with manage- 391

ment actions (2.16). The capture basin of target set C , denoted Captf;U .C / is the 392

set of states from which there exists a management policy leading the system into 393

target set C . More formally, the definition of the capture basin is: 394

Captf;U .C / D fx 2 R
n such that 9u.:/

9t� > 0 with Sf .x; t�; u.:// 2 C g: (2.18)

The capture basin of the viability kernel defines also the set of resilient states 395

(the resilience basin) in the case with management actions. Indeed, this set contains 396

the states for which there exists a management policy driving back the system 397

into the viability kernel, where it is then possible to keep the desired property 398

indefinitely (in the absence of perturbations). The concept is the natural extension 399

of the one presented in the case without management actions. The concept of finite 400

time resilience basins also extends directly. 401

The property of interest cannot be restored from the states outside the resilience 402

basin, and their resilience is therefore null. The states belonging to the resilience 403
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Fig. 2.14 Resilience basins for the property defined by K and dynamics described by (2.17)
including the possibility of modifying the grazing pressure with maximal rate equal to 0.02. The
dark-grey area is the viability kernel of K which coincides with the infinite resilience. The grey
lines represent the limit of resilience basins, becoming lighter when the resilience decreases. The
white area corresponds to a null resilience. The white line represents the trajectory of the system,
under management actions derived from the resilience basins. It starts on the top right, outside
the viability kernel, and the management actions on grazing drive back the system to the viability
kernel

basin have a resilience value that is strictly positive and which may be quantified 404

by the inverse of the time necessary to restore this property, or even with a more 405

elaborate cost function. 406

As before, we can use general algorithms to apply the approach to our savanna 407

model when management actions are considered. We note that the resilience basin 408

is significantly larger than in Fig. 2.14, where the case without management actions 409

was considered. This difference is expected because changing the grazing pressure 410

provides new possibilities to drive back the system into the viability kernel. 411

Moreover, the computation of the set of capture basins at different time horizons 412

(represented by the lines of different grey levels in Fig. 2.14), enables us to define 413

an action policy that drives back the system to the viability kernel. The principle is 414

to choose the action that makes the system go in the direction where the cost (time 415

in the simplest case) decreases the most rapidly. In other words, this is the direction 416

of the highest slope (considering the action possibilities) down to cost 0 which 417

corresponds to the viability kernel. More details are provided about this in Chap. 7. 418

Figure 2.14 gives an example of a trajectory computed using these management 419

actions. 420

Therefore, we see here that the viability based definition of resilience is a 421

generalization of the attractor based definition. It includes the attractor based 422

definition as a particular case (when the desired set is a neighbourhood of a set 423

of attractors and when there is no choice of action on the system), and allows us to 424
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Fig. 2.15 The viability
kernel of
K D Œ0I C1� � Œ0:1I 0:18�

for the dynamics (2.17) is
coloured dark grey. K is
bordered black
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determine policies of action to keep the desired property of the system, or to recover 425

it in the shortest possible time (or lowest cost). 426

2.4.3 Desired Set Without Attractor 427

Previously, we pointed out another limitation of the attractor based definition: the 428

need to define the desired set as a set of attractors. The viability approach allows us 429

to overcome this limitation. Indeed, it is possible to define a desired set without 430

attractors, and still have a non-void viability kernel. In this case, however, it is 431

necessary to act on the system regularly, to keep it within the desired set. 432

Our simplified model of savanna can illustrate this possibility. Suppose that we 433

want to keep the level of shoot biomass between 0.1 and 0.18. This is a bit artificial, 434

but one can imagine that the level of grass should not be too high because one 435

wants to maximise the use of the resource. Note that this constraint set contains 436

no attractor. We keep in the dynamics the ability of modifying the grazing pressure 437

with absolute maximal rate 0.02 (2.17). The viability kernel is shown in Fig. 2.15. 438

We then compute the resilience basins, which are displayed in Fig. 2.16. The 439

figure also shows one trajectory computed using the action policy derived from 440

the resilience basins. As this example demonstrates, the viability framework can 441

be applied when the viability does not include any attractor. 442

2.5 Conclusion and Perspectives 443

In this chapter, we adopted the idea that the desired property of a system can be 444

defined as a subset of the state space without any specific conditions. This is a 445

significant change compared with the usual mathematical approach, which supposes 446
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Fig. 2.16 Resilience basins for the property defined by K D Œ0I C1� � Œ0:1I 0:18� and dynamics
described by (2.17) including the possibility of modifying the grazing pressure with maximal
rate equal to 0.02. The dark-grey area is the viability kernel of K which coincides with the
infinite resilience. The grey lines represent resilience basins, becoming lighter when the resilience
decreases (and cost increases). In the white area the resilience is null. The white line represents the
trajectory of the system under the management actions derived from the resilience basins. It starts
outside the viability kernel, at the top right, and the management actions drive back the system to
the viability kernel

that the desired property is defined by a set of attractors. Indeed, this leads to the 447

adoption of viability theory as a mathematical framework for defining resilience. We 448

can draw a parallel between attractor and viability based definitions of resilience: 449

• “Good” attractors are replaced by the viability kernel of the constraint set 450

representing the desired property. 451

• The attraction basin of good attractors is replaced by the capture basin of the 452

viability kernel (i.e. the points for which there exists a policy of action leading to 453

the viability kernel). 454

• The resilience value as a convergence rate close to the good attractor (or as a 455

measure of the size of the attraction basin), is replaced by the inverse of time (or 456

more generally the cost) for driving back the system into the viability kernel. 457

The mathematical framework of viability theory leads to important conceptual 458

and practical changes, compared with the attractor based framework: 459

• The resilience value depends on the state of the system and on its properties of 460

interest which are defined by a subset of the state space, whereas in the attractor 461

based framework, the resilience value is associated with an attraction basin. 462

• It is possible to derive action policies to keep or restore the desired property, 463

whereas this is not the case in the attractor based framework. 464

• It is possible to define a desired set without any attractor, whereas this is 465

impossible in the attractor based framework. It is worth noting that in the case 466
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of an empty viability kernel, the capture basin of this viability kernel would also 467

be empty, and hence there would be no resilient state, which is consistent, as no 468

matter what the initial condition is, the desired property cannot be maintained. 469

We argue that the viability approach of resilience (Martin 2004) expresses better 470

the original meaning of resilience which is to keep or restore a desired property of 471

the system (Holling 1973). In our view, it gives a precise mathematical interpretation 472

to this general concept, which generalises the current definitions based on attractors, 473

without betraying the intuitive sense of the concept. One important asset of the 474

approach is the possibility of using general algorithms to compute viability kernels, 475

capture basins, and the associated policies of actions. However, these methods have 476

some limitations, which are explained in more detail in Chap. 7. 477

The main limitation is that the computational complexity increases very rapidly 478

with the dimensionality of the state space. Applying the approach directly on indi- 479

vidual based models with dozens of state variables is totally excluded. Nevertheless, 480

this method can still be used on these models, if it is possible to synthesise them 481

into a simple dynamical system which represents adequately the main features of 482

the dynamics. 483

In the next chapters of the book, we present several case studies where this 484

global approach is applied: we consider a complex individual based model, then 485

we synthesise it into a simplified dynamical model including a low number of 486

state variables, and we use it to compute the viability and resilience of desirable 487

properties. 488
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